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Documentation to assist in determining if limitation as a determining factor 

RKB Energy LLC is a greenfield, utility-scale solar and storage developer focused on the 
southwest US market region. RKB Energy is constantly reviewing potential projects throughout 
their markets which consists of Colorado, Tennessee and Wyoming.  Their renewable energy 
projects provide an innovative and sustainable solution that supports the country’s transition to 
cleaner energy.  An appraised value limitation on qualified property, if approved, makes the 
Lavender Solar project more competitive by reducing property tax expenses, one of the largest 
operating expenses for a solar project, during the critical first few years of operation. RKB 
Energy is actively assessing the financial viability and potential development of this project 
against other projects in the development pipeline that are competing for limited investment 
funds.    

Due to an extremely competitive energy market in Texas, the Chapter 313 appraised value 
limitation agreement is a necessity for a solar project of this size. There are only a few critical 
variables for solar project which can materially enhance the economics (i.e., property taxes, 
land rental payment, geotechnical adders), and since solar projects all compete with each other 
within Texas, a project without an appraised value limitation agreement is not competitive and is 
very unlikely to reach the point of construction.  The appraised value limitation is critical to the 
ability of the proposed project to move forward as currently sited within the Mart ISD.   

Lavender Solar LLC, a part of RKB Energy Group, has entered into the following representative 
agreements and contracts for the development of a renewable energy generating facility within 
Mart ISD:  

 Land lease agreements covering 1,474 acres

 Interconnection studies/contracts with ERCOT (24INR0298 dated March 16, 2022)
 Interconnection with Brazos Electric Cooperative

These activities, agreements, and contracts listed above allow RKB Energy LLC to continue 
evaluating the economic feasibility of completing the development of and eventually operating a 
renewable energy generating facility located in Mart ISD.   
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